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Abstract—We have studied the impact of the cross-sectional shape on the electron mobility of n-type silicon nanowire transistors (NWTs). We have considered circular and elliptical cross-section NWTs including the most relevant multisubband scattering processes involving phonon, surface roughness, and impurity scattering. For this purpose, we use a flexible simulation framework, coupling 3D Poisson and 2D Schrödinger solvers with the semi-classical Kubo-Greenwood formalism. Moreover, we consider cross-section dependent effective masses calculated from tight binding simulations. Our results show significant mobility improvement in the elliptic NWTs in comparison to the circular one for both [100] and [110] transport directions, especially when surface roughness scattering is included.

Index Terms—One-Dimensional Multi-Subband Scattering Models; Transport Effective Mass; Kubo-Greenwood Formalism; Quantum Confinement; Nanowire Field-Effect Transistors

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a huge interest in the study and the modelling of the impact of material and geometrical features of Gate-all-around (GAA) nanowire transistors (NWTs) [1]–[5]. They are being considered as potential candidates to extend the CMOS technology beyond the 7 nm node [6] due to the better electrostatic integrity compared to Fully-Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FDSOI) [7] transistors and FinFETs [8]. To underpin these technology projections, it is important to study the impact of the NWT cross-sectional shape at the scaling limit on the transistor performance. Quantum confinement effects modify the electron distribution in the subbands, determining the charge available for transport [9], [10], and, consequently, the matrix elements of the coupling with the phonons and the electrostatic potential profile [11].

The aim of this letter is to perform a conclusive study of the impact of the cross-sectional shape on the low-field electron mobility in silicon NWTs. The novelty of this work is in both the type of analysis and results presented, and the model features. In particular, circular and elliptic cross-sectional shapes are compared for technology-relevant material orientations with state-of-the-art diameters, corresponding to current miniaturization trends (≤8 nm), showing the superior performance of the latter shape. For both shapes, we present in a transparent manner the impact of the different scattering mechanisms individually on the low-field electron mobility. For this purpose, we employ a one-dimensional (1D) multisubband approach which combines quantum effects with the semi-classical Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) in the relaxation time approximation for a 1D electron gas. We adopt the Kubo-Greenwood (KG) formalism [12]–[14], while accounting for the realistic band structure of the NWTs by accurately extracting the effective masses from tight-binding band-structure simulations. This strategy delivers reliable mobility values at low-field near-equilibrium conditions and in devices with strong confinement effects [15].

II. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1 illustrates the simulated NWTs and lists the corresponding device parameters. The nanowire width ranges from 3 nm to 8 nm for both the circular and the elliptical cross-sections, considering [100] and [110] transport directions. For the elliptic NWT, the ratio between the major (y direction) and minor (z direction) diameters remains 1.5. Supplemental simulations with the ratio ranging from 1 to 2 (not shown) suggest that 1.5 presents the optimum ratio. We have taken into account this diameter range due to the well-established transition from fully-quantum behavior at 3 nm with strong confinement impact [16] and large effective mass deviation [17]: to near bulk-like electronic behavior at 8 nm [18].

The rest of the technological parameters remains identical: the gate oxide has an equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of 0.8 nm, the metal gate work function is set to 4.35eV, and room temperature (300K) is assumed. In order to accurately reproduce the quantum behavior for diameters smaller than
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*Fig. 1: Circular and elliptic NWT structures analyzed in this work with widths ranging from 3 nm to 8 nm. The coupled 3D Poisson and 2D Schrödinger equations are solved for each cross-section (confinement plane) and then the scattering rates are calculated for each subband.*
8 nm, we have extracted the transport and the confinement effective masses from an empirical sp^3d^5s^* tight-binding simulations with the Boykin’s parameter set [20] implemented in QuantumATK from Synopsys [21]. Furthermore, as the surface roughness scattering mechanism dominates the mobility for very high sheet concentrations, all the mobility results are reported at the medium carrier concentration 2.8 × 10^{12} cm^{-2} [16], [17], [22]. The gate bias is adjusted to obtain the sheet concentration (cm^{-2}) being computed as the line density (cm^{-1}) divided by the total perimeter.

The mobility calculation approach here considered is based on long-channel simulations. First, multiple cross-sections of the device are simulated (Fig. 1) to pre-calculate the potential distribution and the corresponding eigenfunctions considering a low electric field (1 kV/cm) in the transport direction. In this particular work, we have run all the simulations using the coupled 3D Poisson and 2D Schrödinger solver integrated in the TCAD simulator GARAND from Synopsys [23].

Second, the different scattering rates, which expressions have been directly developed from the Fermi Golden rule accounting for the multi-subband quantization in the confinement plane, are calculated. The following scattering mechanisms have been used in this paper (more details of these mechanisms as well as their equations can be found in [16], [17], [22]): (i) acoustic phonon (Ac Ph) scattering; (ii) optical phonon (Op Ph) scattering, with fixed parameters for the different branches; (iii) surface roughness (SR) scattering, with root mean square (Δ RMS) and correlation lengths 0.48 nm and 1.3 nm, respectively; and (iv) ionized impurity (II) scattering, with a constant effective ionized impurity concentration N_I = 10^{18} cm^{-3}.

Third, the mobilities with different scattering mechanisms are independently calculated by adopting the KG formalism. Finally, the Matthiessen rule is used to determine the combined effect of the scattering mechanisms [24]. Coupling this framework significantly reduces the computational time in comparison to the full scale Monte Carlo or Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) simulations including scattering.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the KG formalism, the mobility decreases with the increasing scattering rate, as calculated following the momentum relaxation time approach. The subband levels and the overlap factors (OFs) play the most important role in determining the different rates, as discussed in Ref. [22]. Figure 2(a) illustrates the difference between the first and the second energy subband levels (E_{12}) for different valleys, while Fig. 2(b) shows the difference between the smallest and the largest first subband energies among the delta valleys (E_Δ), for [100] and [110] transport directions, all for the circular and elliptic NWTs, and as a function of the cross-sectional area. The total number of subbands considered in each valley (X1, X3 and X5) for all simulations is 20. From Fig. 2(a), E_{12} is highest for the circular NWTs, increasing as the area (diameter) is decreased, leading to lower intravalley multisubband transitions and hence a possible boost in the mobility at lower diameters. However, such a boost is countered by a significantly lower E_Δ for the circular NWT, as highlighted in Fig. 2(b), which degrades mobility as compared to the elliptic NWTs. Indeed, as the effect of E_Δ is more dominant [1], a much lower value indicates more electron transitions to upper valleys with higher transport masses, adversely affecting the low-field mobility.

The OF is an integral, over the cross-sectional area along the confinement directions normal to the 1D transport direction, of the wavefunction in the initial subband multiplied by the wavefunction in the final valley. Fig. 3 shows example OFs as a function of the area for both NWT shapes, which are calculated for the fundamental subband (first subband of valley X3) and intra-valley transitions. In general, the increase in the OF at smaller diameters is a direct result of modifying the population and wavefunction features of different subbands in smaller cross-sections [5], [11]. Subsequently, the scattering rates, which are directly proportional to the OF, generally increase with the area reduction. As the NWT area is the main factor determining the OF, this quantity is almost identical for different NWT shapes at the same area, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Two different conclusions can be summarized: (i) the electron mobility decreases with the area because it is inversely proportional to the scattering rates; (ii) when we extrapolate this study between shapes, as the area is not a mobility booster (Fig. 3 and due to the higher intervalley separation (Fig. 2(b)), and hence the lower transition rates to high transport mass upper valleys, the elliptical shape enhances the mobility in comparison to the circular one. These trends are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4 (a-b), where the electron mobility as a function of the NWT area is shown for both circular and elliptic NWTs with [100] and [110] transport directions, being calculated for the fundamental subband (1^{st} subband of valley X3) and intra-valley transitions.
between the major and the minor diameters. Interestingly, the superior transport properties in the elliptical NWT is complemented by superior electrostatic performance reported previously [11]. As expected [25], and for both comparisons as a function of the area and the average diameter, the electron mobility is higher in the [110] (Fig. 4 (c)/(d)) transport direction than in the [100] (Fig. 4 (a)/(b)).

Fig. 4: Electron mobility as a function of the area (a)/(c) and the average diameter (b)/(d), considering the impact of the phonon scattering effect (Ph), the combined phonon and surface roughness (Ph+SR) scattering effects, and all simulated scattering mechanisms (Ph+SR+II). The results are for circular and elliptic NWTs and [100] (a)/(b) and [110] (c)/(d) transport directions.

To illustrate better the electron mobility enhancement in the elliptic NWTs, in comparison to circular transistors, we plot, in Fig. 5, the mobility improvement $\mu_{\%} = 100 \cdot |\mu_{\text{Elliptic}} - \mu_{\text{Circular}}|/\mu_{\text{Elliptic}}$ in the three scattering limited mobility cases: the ‘Ph’ scattering case, the combined ‘Ph+SR’ case, and the combined ‘Ph+SR+II’ case. Close inspection of Fig. 5(a) considering the [100] transport direction shows that the improvement steeply increases for areas smaller than 12.5 nm$^2$. For instance, if we compare the Ph limited mobility, the improvement varies from $\sim$30% for the smallest area to $\sim$15% for the widest device considered here. Second, the improvement is more noticeable when we include SR along with the Ph limited mobility, whereas it decreases to the Ph levels when additionally including the less relevant II scattering (Ph+SR+II). Specifically, the maximum improvement occurs when including SR. As this mechanism’s rate depends on the electrostatic force normal to the Si-SiO$_2$ interface; the lower SR impact on the elliptic NWTs in comparison to the circular ones highlights the connection between SR scattering, the electric field distribution, and the cross-sectional shape. Then, as we have considered a fixed ionized impurity concentration (independently of the width or shape), this mechanism affects in a similar fashion both NWT shapes. Finally, different result can be found when the [110] transport orientation is considered (Fig. 5(c)). First, the Ph enhancement is reduced for smaller areas varying from $\sim$2.5% for the narrowest area to $\sim$25% for the widest area. Second, the improvement when SR is included to the Ph electron limited mobility is similar to the [100] direction (improvement of $\sim$10-15% with respect to Ph). Third, the total mobility (Ph+SR+II) is much more affected when II is included for the circular NWT than for the elliptic one (Fig. 4 (c)) for areas lower than 20 nm$^2$. As it is the case in Fig. 4, the same trend holds when the difference is represented as a function of the average diameter for both transport directions in Fig. 5(b)/(d). The high enhancement in [110] when including II scattering is not useful, as the mobility in this case is very low.

Fig. 5: Improvement (in % points) of the electron mobility for the elliptic and the circular NWTs as a function of the area (a)/(c) and the average diameter (b)/(d), considering the impact of the phonon scattering effect (Ph), the combined phonon and surface roughness (Ph+SR) scattering effects, and all simulated scattering mechanisms (Ph+SR+II). The results are for [100] (a)/(b) and [110] (c)/(d) transport directions.

The presented long-channel mobilities are fully valid for channels whose length is larger than the electron mean-free-path. Short channel devices tend to operate near the ballistic region but scattering continues to be relevant. Clear correlation between mobility and performance is established in many simulation and experimental studies down to the nanoscale [26, 27]. There is a strong link between mobility and the backscattering coefficient that determines the degree of ballisticity. Hence, the long-channel mobilities are still relevant in short channel devices. In extremely short channels with pure ballistic transport, fully quantum transport models based e.g. on the NEGF formalism with scattering mechanisms may be used for more reliable predictions [28, 29].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated the impact of the geometry on the low-field electron mobility of silicon NWTs, by comparing nanowires with circular and elliptic cross-sectional shapes. To do so, we use a quantum corrected semi-classical approach combining: effective masses calibrated from tight-binding simulations, quantum effects based on the rates of the relevant 1D multisubband scattering mechanisms, and the semi-classical Boltzmann transport equation in the relaxation time approximation adopting the Kubo-Greenwood formalism. The most important result show that less pronounced upper inter valley transitions are generally obtained from the elliptic NWT in comparison to the circular one for the same cross-sectional area, leading to a significant mobility improvement. This improvement is more visible when including surface roughness scattering. Finally, despite the mobility increase in both shapes when the [110] transport direction is considered, the improvement introduced by using the elliptic shape is reduced for smaller area.
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